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1. Introduction

Plastics are very versatile materials used in many different applications in everyday life all over the world, with substantial

benefits such as durability, flexibility, low weight, and lower cost compared to other alternatives . Global plastics

production in 2020 without recycled plastics was 367 million tons, with a share of 55 million tons attributed to Europe .

The majority of these materials are fossil-based and contribute to a linear economy.

This linear economy of plastics, consisting of produce-use-dispose, creates problems such as the leaking of materials into

the environment and the emitting of CO2 through incineration. Every year, an estimated amount of 4.8 to 12.7 million tons

of plastics enters the ocean from coastal countries . In 2020, an amount of 29.5 million tons of post-consumer plastic

waste (PCW) was collected within Europe. From this PCW stream, 23.4% was landfilled, 42.0% went into incineration,

and 34.6% passed toward recycling . The gap of approximately 25.5 million tons between plastic production and plastic

waste collection comes mainly from the different lifespan of products leading to the accumulation of plastic products,

which reflects its future potential as feedstock for recycling.

One proposed solution to overcome the above-mentioned hurdles connected to the use of plastics in a linear economy is

a transformation into a circular economy to keep materials in the loop and reduce the consumption of fossil resources .

Circular economy models are inspired by natural processes and can be applied in many areas. There is no archetypal

form of circular economy available that enables the solution of every problem. The prevention of waste, optimized material

flow, maximized resource recovery, and energy-from-waste are a few advantages of circular economy models . In the

literature, more than 30 different definitions of “circular economy” are known, closely related to resource and

environmental concepts .

Politicians from the European Commission have also realized problems around plastics and published in 2015 an action

plan for a circular economy dealing with marine litter, hazardous chemical additives, and the recycling of plastic packaging

. Based on this action plan, a European strategy for plastics was brought on the way in 2018 as a framework for driving

innovation, investments, and circular solutions .

2. Complexity in Plastics Recycling and Scope

Figure 1 illustrates business models for the past, current, and future plastics industry. In the past, a linear economy model

consisting of make, use, and dispose was favored, whereas, nowadays, the preferred model reflects a circular economy

and consists of the connection and interaction of all players along the plastic value chain (VC). The main obstacles in

today’s recycling model are the lack of information sharing between all players along the VC and its increasing complexity.
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Figure 1. Business models of plastics industry for past, present, and future.

One side of the increasing complexity and pressure for the plastics industry comes from European legislation through

increased recycling targets, as mentioned in the section above. Simultaneously, clear guidance and definitions around

recyclability, recycling, recycling technologies, and quality criteria are missing . For example, food contact material

(FCM) obtained from recyclates is a legally very complex topic in European law .

In some cases, the use of alternative materials instead of fossil-based plastics is realized without considering implications

for all players along the value chain. Alternative materials can be bio-degradable polymers, paper, glass, cotton, and

others. As consumers, waste management systems, and recycling systems are not suited for these materials, these

material changes create additional irritation and complexity within usage, recycling, and end-of-life solutions . It is

essential to emphasize that alternative material solutions very often arise only as a result of trends and do not always

bring ecological or economic advantages. For example, a recent study on plastic carrier bags and their alternatives

showed an environmental benefit of at least 50% for the plastic-based solutions compared to the alternatives in the

evaluated scenarios . As another example, the deployment of carbon-only backbone polymers, containing pro-oxidant

additives, can help to reduce the breakdown time of littered plastics, with the downside of irritation in the circular economy

.

A further reason to enhance the complexity of plastics recycling is the high variability in material type and composition.

Multilayer and composite materials, often not designed to be recyclable in established recycling streams, lead to more

efforts in separation and recycling operations. Furthermore, already recycled material enters the plastic value chain in

large volumes, along with other newly established routes such as bio-based, chemically recycled, or bio-degradable

materials. For example, wood-plastic composites (WPCs), which contain up to 80% wood fibers, are now entering

packaging applications . The high filler content of these material solutions often has a negative impact on the recycling

rates or the property profiles of the recyclates. In addition, colored plastics can influence recycling processes. In particular,

carbon-black-colored polymers, which are not detectable by state-of-the-art sorting systems, pose a problem. They

represent a large volume in automotive and electronic product applications . These materials are lost for further

recycling.

Engineers around the globe try to solve the problems around plastics recycling with the development of new technologies

and production routes in the areas of gasification , solvent-based recycling , or chemical recycling . This leads to

a more complex landscape of possible technologies and products in the future.

On top of all the complexity that comes from legislation, materials, processes, and technologies, plastics recycling lacks

comprehensive data management. Data on processes and products are generated but only used in the company’s own

isolated premises, and are not shared with others .

A future business model needs to be able to transform the plastics industry into a true circular economy. Therefore, many

changes are required, starting with the feedstock, the energy supply, and the collection system. A very important aspect is

traceability and information exchange between all partners in the future value chain of the plastics industry. This solution

can help overcome current hurdles and complexities. 

3. Tracking Solutions for Plastics

In the context of this entry, tracking means the consistent following of material and information from feedstock to final

product and beyond. Tracking without disruption is already established in some food supply chain areas to ensure food

safety and quality without commercial fraud .

A reliable and consistent tracking system is always linked to additional efforts and costs along the value chain. On the

other hand, for some applications, traceability is a prerequisite for a circular economy or can lead to a competitive

advantage. Closed-loop systems, for example, require a certain knowledge on the origin and history of the material used.

Mechanical recycling for FCM needs a defined amount of material previously used in food contact applications and the

resulting recyclates should be free of harmful substances predetermined by the FDA or EFSA . Consistently, the

traceability of material and origin is inevitable if the carbon tax proposed by the European Commission or environmentally

modulated taxes become a reality . In all these cases, consistent and intelligent tracking can support bringing plastic

products with a competitive advantage to the market. In addition, technological advances in physical and chemical

tracking can contribute to circular economy ambitions .
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A sustainable business model for plastics is defined as minimizing environmental damage through improved waste

management, recovery of plastics from the environment, or reuse of plastics . Traceability can support enhancing

existing business models to make them more sustainable and it opens possibilities for different business models going

along with the plastic value chain.

For the enhancement of an existing business model toward a more sustainable or circular business model, an additional

value in one of the four following categories needs to be added :

Generation of additional revenue through increased sales or market share generated by sustainability.

Sustainability enhancement of the own brand for employee engagement or to attract investors.

Cost savings from lower consumption of material or energy.

Risk reduction by increased reputation or decreased regulatory risk.

Besides improvements on already established businesses, consistent traceability can offer possibilities for a completely

new set of business models linked to the circular economy of plastics :

New products by circular inputs, including the use of bio-based or completely recyclable materials and the rethinking of

product designs.

Data sharing platforms that provide access to data about products or materials.

Product as a service. Complete change in product ownership combined with a lease or rent model for products and

resources.

Recovery of all forms of resources, by-products, and energy.

Traceability in the plastics industry can take a variety of forms, ranging from physical marking to a purely digital value. In

many cases, it is necessary to combine a physical marking of materials and products with digital data to ensure

uninterrupted information sharing. Figure 2 illustrates an overview of the different solutions for tracking in the plastics

industry. In general, the various solutions can be divided into four categories:

Figure 2. Clustering of tracking solutions.

Marker or tracer for plastics.

Blockchain for plastics.

Digital product passport for plastics.

Certification systems for plastics.
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